The story of Mopar began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts, and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That's why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers who created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It's why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, equipped with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. It's why we've created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs—we are here to serve people's lives. It's our commitment that fuels who we are. It's our promise to you that you can count on Mopar for life.
Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers may vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

CARGO TOTE. This portable, collapsible tote helps organize your on-the-road gear. The weather-resistant carry handles and wide reinforces bottom help keep it in place. Just snap the dividers to modular storage and the Chrysler wing design.

STOW 'N GO® CARGO BINS. Lightweight, strong bins fit seamlessly within the Stow 'n Go® compartments, providing additional storage options when the second-row seats are in the stowed position. Sold as a set of two.

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These moulded, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap and hold water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle carpet from the elements. The mats, a must during inclement weather, are sold as a set of four.

STOWABLE COOLER. Insulated, soft-shell cooler keeps the food and beverages you’re transporting the temperature they’re intended to be. Handle and compression straps allow for easy transport of the cooler, which features the Chrysler wing logo.

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. These premium, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap and hold water, snow and mud, protecting your vehicle carpet from the elements. Mats are sold as a set of five, and front mats feature the Chrysler metal badge logo.

PET KENNEL. This sturdy, durable cargo option helps you safely transport your pet on short trips. The soft-sided, lightweight kennel has two pockets, a carrying handle, and tie-down straps to help prevent sliding. Stores flat when not in use.

PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. This premium, custom-fit cargo mat helps protect your vehicle carpeting. The mat is custom-contoured for a precise fit, constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and easily removed for cleaning.

REAR FLOOR LINER. Soft Black vinyl liner covers the entire floor — or folds to cover partial floor area — and protects your vehicle’s carpeting while transporting cargo. The liner also features a Chrysler metal badge logo and removes easily for cleaning.

PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MAT. These premium, custom-fit mats, both durable and stylish, protect your vehicle’s carpeting and are easy to remove for cleaning. Mats are sold as a set of five, and front mats feature the Chrysler metal badge logo.

Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers may vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

PROPERLY SECURE ALL CARGO. Properly secure all cargo. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
A. ROOF-MOUNT WATER SPORTS CARRIER. Mopar offers three different styles of carriers that can accommodate most kayaks, surfboards or paddleboards. Carriers mount to the standard Stow N Place® Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit. (2)

B. ROOF RACK KIT. Kit includes production roof side rails with integrated crossbars and accommodates all Mopar Sport and Cargo Carriers. [82214552]

C. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Acrylic tinted Side Window Air Deflectors reduce wind noise, minimize interior heat while parked and allow windows to be open, even during adverse weather. [82214513 - Front | 82214512 - Rear]

D. BODYSIDE MOULDINGS. Strong and stylish, these bodyside mouldings help protect your vehicle’s paint from the opening doors of vehicles in the next parking spot. [82214520]

E. DELUXE MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect the rear lower bodyside panels from damage caused by gravel, salt and road debris, these splash guards are moulded to the contours of your vehicle for a perfect fit. Rear guards feature the Chrysler brand logo and are sold as a set of two. [82214505 - Front | 82214507 - Rear]

F. LICENCE PLATE FRAMES. Formed from stainless steel and tuned for long-lasting durability, these frames will make your licence plate stand out. Frames are available in Polished or Black finishes. [82214873 - Polished | 82214872 - Black]

G. TRAILER TOW WIRING HARNESS. Connects your vehicle and trailer, providing electricity to trailer brake lights. [82214522AB]

H. HITCH RECEIVER BEZEL. This moulded bezel helps complete the look of the rear fascia when a hitch receiver is installed. [82219030]

I. HITCH RECEIVER PLUG. The Hitch Receiver Plug helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements. It includes a retention strap and features the Mopar brand logo. [82208455AB]

J. HITCH RECEIVER. Receiver increases towing capacity to up to 816 kg (1,800 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. The Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness are sold separately. [82214543AB]

K. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting all door sills from scratches. The front sills are laser-etched with the Pacifica logo. Sold as a set of two. [82214548AC]

Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers may vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately. (3) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar.
ROOF RACK KIT. (1) (Shown above and on previous page) [82214552]

ROOF-MOUNT WATER SPORTS CARRIER. (1) (Shown above and on previous page)

ROOF TOP CARGO BOX. (1) (Shown above) Increase the cargo capacity of your vehicle to keep up with your active lifestyle. Carrier mounts to the standard Stow N Place® Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit (2) and is available in three sizes. [TCBOX624 - Small | TCBOX614 - Medium | TCBOX625 - Large]

ROOF-MOUNT CANOE CARRIER. (1) (Shown above) This fully adjustable carrier with latching nylon straps holds one canoe and easily mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit. Carrier includes installation tool and instructions. [TCCAN819]

ROOF TOP CARGO BASKET. (1) (Shown above) Basket adds valuable cargo space, features a Front Air Deflector and locks to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit. Basket measures 112 cm x 99 cm (44" x 38"). [TCTRL864]

CARGO BASKET NET. (1) (2) Securely holds cargo. [82209422AB]

HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) (Shown above and right) Hitch-mount carrier comes in two-bike and four-bike styles (both fit two-inch receivers). Each style folds down to allow your vehicle’s liftgate to open without having to remove bike. Carrier features carrying clamps and security cables. [THVE9028AB - Dual | THVE9029AB - Quad]

ROOF TOP CARGO BAG. (1) (Shown right) This heavy-duty, weatherproof nylon carrier accesses the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit. Carrier is easy to mount, easy to remove and available in two sizes. [82207198 - 11 cu ft | TCINT869 - 17 cu ft]

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. (1) (Shown right) Bike car rack allows you to securely carry up to two bikes and easily mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit. Carrier includes carrying clamps and security cables. [TCFM526 - Fork | TCEO599 - Upright]

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER. (1) (Shown right) This carrier conveniently holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards or a combination of the two. Carrier opens from either side and features corrosion-resistant lock covers. Carrier mounts to the standard Stow N Place Roof Rack System or Roof Rack Kit (2). [TCS92725]

Not all part numbers shown. Part numbers may vary by model. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. (1) Properly secure all cargo. (2) Sold separately.
SPARE TIRE KIT. Who needs a tow truck when you can be your own pit crew? This kit has all the right tools to make installing a spare tire easy and convenient. [82214534AB]

FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Deflect road debris, dirt and insects away from your vehicle’s hood and windshield with this easily-installed accessory. The aerodynamic style creates an air stream to help direct debris up and away without adversely affecting wiper or washer operation. [82213159]

FIRST AID KIT. Help is conveniently at hand. Kit contains everything you need to perform basic first aid, including bandages, gauze, antiseptic wipes and more. [82214549]

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT. Designed to be a valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, seven-foot, nine-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, windshield and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. [82213499]

TENT KIT. Experience the great outdoors in comfort. Tent attaches to the open liftgate of your vehicle to expand storage and sleeping room, and when detached stands alone. Kit includes full rain fly, overhead storage net, interior pockets and storage bag, and is available in two styles. [82209878]

WHEEL LOCK KIT. Designed to offer maximum protection against tire and wheel theft without affecting wheel balance, this kit includes four chrome-plated locking bolts with a special fitting key. [82210508]

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES: Locking Gas Cap, Master Shield® Car Care Products, Tire Inflator Kit, Trailering Accessories. [82213762AC]

ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar® EVTS, powered by Guidepoint(1), utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recovery by offering a theft-deterrent feature. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Prevented Crimes (Security Fencing, Armed Detection Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Travel Maps of Past Locations) and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82215095]